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After the shocking revelations of the previous book, Bitter Bite, the world of Ashland's become even

more sinister, and Gin Blanco (aka Ashland's most fearsome assassin, the Spider) no longer knows

whom - or what - she can count on. Only one thing is for certain: Danger and new enemies await

Gin in Unraveled, book 15 in the New York Times best-selling Elemental Assassin urban fantasy

series that RT Book Reviews calls "unbeatable entertainment!" What could go wrong when you're

trying to unravel a decades-old conspiracy? As the current queen of the Ashland underworld, you

would think that I, Gin Blanco, would know all about some secret society controlling things from

behind the scenes. I might be the Spider, the city's most fearsome assassin, but all my Ice and

Stone elemental magic hasn't done me a lick of good in learning more about the Circle. Despite my

continued investigations, the trail's gone as cold as the coming winter. So when Finnegan Lane, my

foster brother, gets word of a surprising inheritance, we figure, why not skip town for someplace less

dangerous for a few days? That place: Bullet Pointe, a fancy hotel resort complex plus Old West

theme park that Finn now owns lock, stock, and barrel. At first all the struttin' cowboys and sassy

saloon girls are just hokey fun. But add in some shady coincidences and Circle assassins lurking all

around, and vacationing becomes wilder - and deadlier - than any of us expected. Good thing this

assassin brought plenty of knives to the gunfight....
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4.5After the bombshell dropped at the end of Bitter Biteâ€”you know the one where Gin discovers

her mother was part of a group called The Circle which is, apparently, the real power behind the



Ashland crime sceneâ€”Gin has been trying, unsuccessfully, to find answers.When Finn learns that

Mama Dee left him a fancy western-themed resort in Bullet Pointe, Gin, Owen, Bria, and Finn

decide this is a good opportunity to leave Ashland, and all their frustrations, behind. Plus, Gin has a

feeling Mama Dee might have more surprises up her sleeve from beyond the grave. As usual,

Ginâ€™s instincts are right on par, and the group quickly learns thereâ€™s more than meets the eye

to the kitschy resort, as its secrets and connections to the Circle are revealed. Now the only thing

they have to worry about is making it out alive.Unraveled is reminiscent of By a Thread in that

itâ€™s one of the few books that takes Gin and her friends out of Ashland, and allows them to find

trouble elsewhere, although Iâ€™ll admit I like the way this type of scenario is executed here better

than its predecessor. Unraveled really bridges together events from Bitter Bite with what I think

readers can expect to happen with this upcoming story arc for however many books it takes for Gin

to crack open The Circle.As far as characters/plot goes, I think Unraveled follows the standards and

pattern that longtime readers have come to expect from the series: Gin has a problem to solve, bad

guys to face, and good food to cook. Taking place around Christmas time, I found it odd to be

already reading a book about Christmas (itâ€™s technically not even fall yet), but Unraveled did give

me a hankering for some hot chocolate, youâ€™ve been warned.
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